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Abstract: Cellulose nanofibrils (CNF) modified polyurethane foam (PUF) has great potential as
a structural insulated material in wood construction industry. In this study, PUF modified with
spray-dried CNF was fabricated and the physical and mechanical performance were studied. Results
showed that CNF had an impact on the foam microstructure by increasing the precursor viscosity
and imposing resistant strength upon foaming. In addition, the intrinsic high mechanical strength of
CNF imparted an extra resistant force against cells expansion during the foaming process and formed
smaller cells which reduced the chance of creating defective cells. The mechanical performance of the
foam composite was significantly improved by introducing CNF into the PUF matrix. Compared
with the PUF control, the specific bending strength, specific tensile strength, and specific compression
strength increased up to three-fold for the CNF modified PUF. The thermal conductivity of PUF
composite was mainly influenced by the closed cell size. The introduction of CNF improved thermal
insulating performance, with a decreased thermal conductivity from 0.0439 W/mK to 0.02724 W/mK.

Keywords: cellulose nanofibrils; thermal conductivity; structural insulated panel

1. Introduction

Structural insulated panels (SIP) have drawn extensive attention in North America and Europe for
both residential and commercial constructions due to their excellent performance, such as light-weight,
strong mechanical properties, and thermal insulation [1–4]. SIP consists of two face layers and one
core layer which is usually made of expanded polystyrene foam (EPS), extruded polystyrene (XPS),
and polyurethane foam (PUF), of which PUF has over 50% market share [5]. Rigid PUF, invented and
commercialized during the 1950s, attracts much attention due to its low density, strong mechanical
properties, great thermal properties, and low thermal conductivity [6–9]. Traditional PUF is usually
fabricated by the two-part reaction which consists of isocyanate as part A and petroleum-based polyols
(polyol polyether or polyol polyester) and additives as part B. Nevertheless, the petroleum-based
polyols had an adverse impact on the environment due to their non-renewability and difficulty to
degrade in the environment [10]. Recently, considerable effort has been made to find bio-renewable raw
materials to replace the petroleum-based raw materials. The derivatives of various natural materials
including starch and soy flour were intensively investigated. In addition, vegetable oil-based polyols
were reported as a substitute for the manufacture of PUF [11,12]. However, it involved complicated
chemical modification of the vegetable oil. To the best of our knowledge, there are few studies that have
been reported to use spray-dried cellulose nanofibrils (CNF) to substitute petroleum-based polyols [13].
Nevertheless, no paper has been reported to apply the novel CNF modified PUF composite as structural
insulated material.
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Recently, cellulose and its derivatives have been widely studied as an alternative feedstock for
the synthesis of PUF due to their abundancy and prominent properties [10,14–19]. CNF, a smaller
form of cellulose, consists of nano-grade cellulose whiskers with a high Young’s modulus, low
thermal expansion coefficient, and high flexibility [20]. CNF is considered a promising substitute
to conventional polyols, since it has highly reactive surfaces containing a huge number of hydroxyl
groups at C2, C3, and C6 positions [19,21–28]. As is known that there are two main reactions involved
in the fabrication of PUF: the essential polymerization reaction between hydroxyl group in polyols and
isocyanate group forms the skeleton of PUF; and the reaction between foaming agent (e.g., water) and
isocyanate group generates blowing gas (e.g., carbon dioxide) that produce the cellular structure of
PUF [29]. The hydroxyl groups in CNF are readily reactive to isocyanate groups and form a crosslinking
foam matrix. There were several studies investigating CNF as a reinforcing agent in different forms of
polymers [30–33]. Studies of dispersing fillers into PUF matrix have also been reported to improve
mechanical and thermal performances of the foam [34]. However, there was no study on using CNF
as a direct precursor to form chemical bond with isocyanate and improving mechanical and thermal
properties of SIP. CNF could be dispersed in water, freeze dried as CNF aerogels, and spray dried
as CNF powders, depending on different applications [35]. Spray-dried CNF was selected as the
petroleum-based polyol substitute in this work, since water is also a popular feedstock to produce
blown agent during the synthesis of PUF and only a small amount is needed. On the other hand, since
CNF aerogel could not be mixed uniformly with petroleum-based polyols, only spray-dried CNF was
suitable to replace petroleum-based polyols.

In this study, our objective was to develop a simple method to fabricate CNF modified PUF
composite. A weight ratio of up to 30% (based on total parts per weight (Pbw) of polyols) of CNF
was added to replace the petroleum-based polyol (i.e., PEG-400). The microstructural, mechanical,
and thermal properties of the CNF modified PUF composite were studied and compared with the
PUF control by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR),
thermal constants analyzer, and universal mechanical testing. In addition, the mechanism of CNF on
the property improvement of the foam composite was discussed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The traditional two-part reaction was adopted to synthesize PUF [36]. Part A consists of isocyanate
(i.e., polymethylene polyphenylisocyanate) (PAPI™27 Polymeric MDI) (Dow Chemical, Midland, MI,
USA). Part B not only contains polyols (i.e., polyethylene glycol (PEG-400) (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO, USA), spray-dried CNF (the process development center at University of Maine, Orono, ME,
USA), but also catalyst (DABCO T12 (Air Products, Allentown, PA, USA), deionized water, and
surfactant (DABCO DC5357 (Air Products, Allentown, PA, USA). Part A and B were mixed up during
the synthesis of PUF.

2.2. Fabrication of PUF

Table 1 lists foaming formulation with various replacement ratios of CNF. PUF0 denominates the
PUF control without replacement of CNF, PUF20, and PUF30 denominates PUF modified with 20%
and 30% CNF (based on the total Pbw of polyols), respectively. For the production of PUF, all materials
in part B were first mixed up and mechanically stirred for about 15 min in a 1000 mL polypropylene
beaker until homogeneous mixture was obtained. Then, part A was added into the mixture and
vigorously stirred for 30 s, after which the mixture was poured into a 355 × 64 × 100 mm reaction box
where the foaming process started. The final products were cured overnight in a vacuum oven at 50 ◦C.
The cured foams were then cut into standard sizes and density was defined as mass by unit volume of
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the foam. Then the foams were conditioned at 20 ◦C and 50% relative humidity before testing. In this
study, the Pbw of PAPI27 was calculated based on Equation (1)

PbwPAPI27 =

(
PbwPEG400

Eq.wt.PEG400
+

PbwCNF
Eq.wt.CNF

+
PbwH2O

Eq.wt.H2O

)
∗ IndexNCO/OH ∗ Eq.wt.PAPI27 (1)

where the −NCO/−OH index was set at 1.1 to ensure complete reaction of −OH groups. Eq.wt. is the
abbreviation of equivalent weight. The Eq.wt. is used to calculate the grams of an ingredient needed
for one equivalent of reactive groups. The eq.wt. of polyols was defined by Equation (2)

Eq.wt.polyol =
56.1 × 1000

hydroxyl number
(2)

where 56.1 is the atomic weight of potassium hydroxide and 1000 is the number of milligrams in one
gram of sample, and the hydroxyl number of PEG-400 and CNF, was determined according to ASTM
standard D4274-05D. The eq.wt. of water was 9, and that of PAPI27 was expressed by Equation (3)

Eq.wt.PAPI27 =
42

weight percentNCO%
(3)

where 42 is the atomic weight of −NCO and weight percent NCO was provided by the manufacture.

Table 1. Foaming formulation.

Chemicals
Parts by Weight (Pbw) Equivalent

Weight (Eq.wt.) Role
PUF0 PUF20 PUF30

PEG-400 100 80 70 198 Polyol

Spray-dried CNF 0 20 30 186 Polyol,
reinforcing agent

DABCO T12 3 3 3 0 Catalyst

DABCO DC5357 1 1 1 100 Surfactant

Deionized water 0.8 0.8 0.8 9 Blowing agent

PAPITM 27 88 89 90 133 Reactive
prepolymer

2.3. Microstructure Characterization

The microstructure of PUF and CNF-PUF samples was analyzed by a scanning electron microscope
FEI Quanta 200 SEM (Thermo Fisher, Hillsboro, OR, USA). The operational voltage was set at 5 kV.
The foam samples were cut into a size of 10 mm × 10 mm × 3 mm and placed onto carbon tapes, and
then sputter coated with gold using a denton high vacuum coating system (Moorestown, NJ, USA)
for 1 min under vacuum. ImageJ (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/) was used to obtain the cell dimension.
The closed cell content was determined according to ASTM standard (ASTM D6226-15).

2.4. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR)

The Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy of foam samples were performed by a Thermo
Nicolet iS10 FTIR spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, Verona, WI, USA). An attenuated total reflection
(ATR) probe with a Smart iTR Basic accessory was adopted in the spectra scan. A total 64 scans were
utilized for the absorbance spectra, and the scanning range was set between 4000 and 400 cm−1 with
resolution of 4 cm−1. After the scan, the spectra were automated processed with baseline correction,
average, and normalization using an internal software.

https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/
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2.5. Mechanical Test

The compression test of the foam samples was performed by a universal testing machine (Instron
5869, Norwood, MA, USA) according to ASTM C365M-16. A 1 kN loading cell and a speed of
1.27 mm/min were selected. Samples measuring 12.7 × 12.7 × 12.7 mm were cut from the fabricated
foams. The foam rising direction was marked as the compression direction. The four-point bending test
was conducted according to ASTM D7250M-16 using the same universal testing machine (Instron 5869,
Norwood, MA, USA) and the same loading cell. The speed of the crosshead was set at 6.35 mm/min.
The span was 304.8 mm. The tensile test was performed according to ASTM D695-10 using the same
universal testing machine (Instron 55566, Norwood, MA, USA) and the same loading cell. The speed
of the crosshead was set at 5.08 mm/min. For all tests, 10 samples were tested for each group.

2.6. Thermal Conductivity Test

The thermal conductivity of CNF-PUF was measured using a Hot Disk TPS 1500 thermal constants
analyzer (ThermTest, Fredericton, Canada) following the ISO/DIS 22007-2.2 standard, Kapton 8563
sensor was used for the analysis. Measurement time ranged from 40 to 80 s, depending on the test
results. The laboratory temperature was maintained at 20 ± 1 ◦C and the relative humidity was
65 ± 2% during the measurements. Three measurements were made for each group, then the average
value and the standard deviation were calculated.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Microstructure of PUF

The mechanical strength of PUF was mainly ascribed to the closed-cells [37]. The defects on the
closed-cells would greatly impair the mechanical performance of PUF. The closed cell content and cell
size are listed in Table 2. The SEM images of PUF modified with different amount of CNF are shown
in Figure 1. The PUF control consisted of larger closed cells than those modified with CNF (741 µm
versus 634 and 589 µm). In addition, there were a few defects (red arrows in Figure 1) of the cells in
PUF control. It is well known that rigid PUF is made of closed-cell [38], and the closed cell content is
associated with thermal insulating performance [39]. The replacement of PEG400 with CNF resulted
in closed-cells with smaller size and fewer defects. The introduction of CNF increased the medium
viscosity, which hindered the cells’ coalescence and expansion [40]. In addition, due to its high strength,
the introduction of CNF also imparted a resistance during the foaming process, which impeded the
cell expansion and rendered smaller cells. Smaller closed cell size in CNF modified PUF indicated a
higher amount of cells in a given mass, resulting in more homogeneous load distribution in the foam
and greater mechanical strength [38]. At the replacement ratio of 20%, there was only a few CNF
deposited on the closed-cells (red circles in Figure 1), while further increasing the replacement ratio to
30%, a large amount of CNF entangled and encompassed the closed-cells, acting as a reinforcing layer.
The double-layer structure could contribute to an increase of mechanical strength to the composite due
to the synergistic effect of CNF shell and PUF basic unit.

Table 2. Foam structure and physical properties.

Sample ID
Density Closed Cell

Content Mean Cell Size Thermal
Conductivity

g/cm3 % µm W/mK

PUF0 0.059 ± 0.0009 89.1 ± 1.01 741 ± 98 0.04390 ± 0.0015

PUF20 0.050 ± 0.0008 91.2 ± 0.63 634 ± 79 0.03014 ± 0.00089

PUF30 0.051 ± 0.0011 91.9 ± 0.54 589 ± 73 0.02724 ± 0.00087
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Figure 1. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of PUF modified with different amount of CNF
(0–30%).

3.2. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR)

The FTIR spectra for both CNF and PUF are shown in Figure 2. Compared to PUF, CNF had
a broader hydroxyl peak at 3300–3600 cm−1 [13], which consisted of mainly hydrogen-bonded
hydroxyl groups, with a few free hydroxyl groups. On the other hand, All the PUF foams had a
free hydroxyl peak at 3550 cm−1, while the one at 3300 cm−1 disappeared or was overlapped by the
urethane -NH peak, which was a characteristic peak for PUF foam. This confirms the fact that the
hydroxyl groups in CNF had successfully reacted with isocyanate, forming characteristic urethane
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carbonyl group at 1720 cm−1, -NH bending vibration at 1524 cm−1, and C-N bond at 1240 cm−1,
respectively [41–43]. Interestingly, the characteristic isocyanate peak at 2275 cm−1 was not observed in
all PUF foams, since the amount of PAPI27 was overdosed in the initial experiment design. The reason
was that the environment’s moisture consumed part of the isocyanate group due to its strong reactivity
towards H2O. The peaks at 1510 and 1596 cm−1 corresponded to the vibration bands of aromatic rings
originating from PAPI27 [44]. The successful linkage of hydroxyl group in CNF to the PUF matrix was
expected to endow the composite with promising mechanical properties.
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Figure 2. FTIR spectra of CNF and PUF.

3.3. Mechanical Properties of PUF

Mechanical properties are among the most important parameters for SIP. The mechanical
properties of foams are affected by many factors, including foam density, types of polyols and
isocyanate used, ratio of −NCO/−OH, etc. [45–48]. In this study, the type of polyols and isocyanate
was the same for all groups. In addition, the ratio of −NCO/−OH was set at 1.1. In order to
diminish the effect of density, specific mechanical properties were evaluated, which are listed in
Table 3. Partial replacement of petroleum-based polyols with CNF significantly improved the bending,
compression, and tensile performance. The more CNF was used, the higher mechanical properties were
achieved. PEG-400 was selected as the petroleum-based polyol in this study, which mainly contains
of primary hydroxyl groups. These primary hydroxyl groups mainly react to form longer chains
while fewer branches. In contrast, CNF contains massive secondary hydroxyl groups, contributing to
the crosslinking reaction and forming highly rigid foam structure [45]. Therefore, more CNF created
higher crosslinking density [45,49]. Higher hydroxyl functionality of CNF than that of PEG-400
enhanced the formation of allophanate crosslinks and urea linkages (hard segments), making the CNF
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modified PUF more difficult to compress. In addition, as mentioned in the microstructure section,
more closed-cells were generated due to the introduction of CNF and higher resistance pressure
against external compression force was created. The smaller closed-cell size and double-layer like
structure of CNF modified PUF also contributed to greater mechanical strength due to more uniform
load distribution.

Table 3. Specific mechanical properties of PUF.

Sample ID

Specific
Bending
Modulus

Specific
Bending
Strength

Specific
Compression

Modulus

Specific
Compression

Strength

Specific
Tensile

Modulus

Specific
Tensile

Strength

Gpa*cm3/g MPa*cm3/g MPa*cm3/g MPa*cm3/g MPa*cm3/g MPa*cm3/g

PUF0 9.38 ± 0.95 103.07 ± 4.44 11.90 ± 0.99 1.52 ± 0.10 12.62 ± 0.57 1.41 ± 0.089

PUF20 18.95 ± 0.88 177.38 ± 6.30 37.05 ± 1.35 3.67 ± 0.18 29.14 ± 1.19 1.62 ± 0.073

PUF30 34.95 ± 0.93 319.00 ± 10.37 51.25 ± 0.58 4.55 ± 0.14 127.31 ± 3.81 3.4 ± 0.072

Figure 3 shows the compressive stress-strain curves for PUF0 and CNF modified PUF. The PUF0
barely had a yield point, indicating an elastic performance. Replacing PEG-400 with 20% CNF
significantly changed the foam performance into a stiffer phase, and the yield point showed up at
16% strain. Further increase the CNF replacement ratio to 30% resulted in a yield point at 10% strain,
indicating a much stiffer phase. Our previous report stated that the CNF modified PUF had smaller
cell size than the PUF0 [13]. Compared with using PEG-400 as the only polyol, the addition of CNF
significantly increased the viscosity of part B suspension. Therefore, the possibility for the coalescence
among the bubbles was reduced, resulting in the formation of foams with more cells as well as smaller
cell size. Foams with smaller cell sizes usually had stronger cell walls, and foams with more cells could
undertake higher external load [47,49]. In addition, smaller cells had less room to collapse. One other
reason might be that excessive CNF filled in the cell gaps and shared partial load that contributed to
higher compression strength.Forests 2019, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 12 
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Figure 3. Compressive stress–strain relation for PUF.

Figure 4 shows the tensile stress–strain relation of PUF0 and CNF modified PUF. The tensile
strength showed the same trend as the compressive strength. Due to steric hinderance effect, some
of the secondary hydroxyl groups in CNF were not accessible to isocyanate groups. Those hydroxyl
groups formed hydrogen bonds and contributed to the tensile strength. In addition, the long molecular
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chain of CNF facilitated the formation of macromolecules with a higher degree of orientation, thus
improving the tensile strength [50].
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According to technical data for SIP, the bending modulus of PUF composite produced in this work
achieved the standard requirement [51]. Compared to the PUF fabricated by Wiyono et al., the one
synthesized in this study had a lower compressive strength and modulus while having a higher tensile
modulus [52]. The reason was that, in Wiyono’s work, commercial components were used, which
were sophisticated and underwent massive experimental studies and verifications. In future work,
improved formulation with better catalyst, surfactant, and polyols would be generated by our group
to produce PUF with improved mechanical properties comparable to commercial counterparts.

3.4. Thermal Conductivity of PUF and CNF-PUF

The thermal conductivity of PUF0 and CNF modified PUF is listed in Table 2. Compared
to the conventional value of commercial PUF (0.023–0.030 W/mK), the one without addition of
CNF had a higher thermal conductivity due to defective cells and cell morphology [34,36,37,53,54].
However, introducing CNF into the PUF significantly reduced thermal conductivity to commercially
required range, although slightly higher than those produced with modified bio-based polyols [40,55].
The thermal conductivity (λ) of a foam is comprised of the gas convection, gas conductivity, solid
conductivity, and radiant heat transfer, as expressed in Equation (4) [56], of which the gas conductivity
accounts for up to 80% of the total heat transfer, and the gas convection, solid conductivity, and radiant
heat transfer only account for 20% [37,56,57]. The gas conductivity is illustrated in Wassiljewa Equation
(Equation (5)), where yi is the molar fraction of the specific gas, λi is the thermal conductivity of the
specific gas, and Aij is the coefficients in Lindsay–Bromley equation. The PUF control contained more
defective cells, which were filled by air, instead of carbon dioxide. As the carbon dioxide has a much
lower thermal conductivity than air (0.018 versus 0.028 W·m−1·K−1), the gas conductivity of PUF0
was greatly influenced by the defective cells. The solid conductivity is described in Equation (6),
where λPU polymer is the conductivity of solid PU polymer from crushed PUF, fs is the fraction of solid
in strut, and δ is the volume fraction of voids, which is determined by Equation (7), where ρ f and
ρs stand for the density of PUF and PU polymer, respectively [56]. Since the density of PUF0 was
slightly higher than that of CNF modified PUF, the volume fraction of voids of PUF0 was lower, and
more solids were in the foam, indicating a higher solid conductivity of PUF0. Another impact on
the thermal conductivity of PUF is from heat radiation, as determined by the Rosseland Equation
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(Equation (8)) [37,56], where σ is the Stephan Boltzman constant (5.7 × 10−8), T is the temperature,
and K is the extinction coefficient, expressed by Equation (9), where d is the cell diameter, and Kw

is the extinction coefficient of cell wall material. It was confirmed that the decrease of cell size in
the CNF modified PUF had a stronger influence on the extinction coefficient than the decrease of
the volume fraction of the solid did. So according to Equation (9), the overall extinction coefficient
was increased, resulting in a decrease in radiation conductivity. It is well known that the thermal
properties of rigid foam are ascribed to the closed cell content, the morphology, and the entrapped
gases [58]. As mentioned above, the introduction of CNF generated smaller and stronger cells, which
was beneficial during the foaming process, since it was less prone to form defective cells. Consequently,
the thermal insulating performance was improved [55]. Moreover, the introduction of CNF rendered
more cell walls within the foam structure, to some extent impeding the thermal radiation [47].

λtotal = λgas + λconvection + λsolid + λradiation (4)

λgas =
n

∑
i=1

yi × λi

∑n
j=1 yi × Aij

(5)

λsolid =
1
3
λPU polymer × fs × (1 − δ) +

2
3
λPU polymer × (1 − fs)× (1 − δ) (6)

δ = 1 −
ρ f

ρs
(7)

λradiation =
16 × σ × T3

3 × K
(8)

K = 4.1 ×

√
fs×ρ f

ρs

d
+

[
(1 − fs)× ρ f

ρs

]
× Kw (9)

4. Conclusions

CNF modified PUF has shown great potential as a structural insulated material in wood
construction industry. The introduction of CNF affected the foam microstructure from two aspects:
firstly, the addition of spray-dried CNF increased the precursor viscosity and hindered the cells
coalescence. In addition, the intrinsic high strength of CNF imparted an extra resistant force against
cells expansion during the foaming process and formed smaller cells and reduced the chance of
creating defective cells. The massive secondary hydroxyl groups located in CNF backbone facilitated
the crosslinking reaction and formed strong rigid foam structure. Moreover, the smaller closed cell size
in CNF modified PUF rendered more homogeneous load distribution in the foam, and larger amount
of closed cells provided higher resistant pressure against external force and led to greater mechanical
strength. Consequently, the mechanical performance of the foam was significantly improved by
introducing CNF into the PUF matrix. The thermal conductivity of PUF composite was mainly
influenced by the closed cell size and closed cell content. The introduction of CNF not only created
smaller closed cells with fewer defects which filled with comparably low thermal conductive carbon
dioxide, but also generated more cell walls, imposing more obstacles against heat transfer.
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